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Stay on top of the latest scientific and therapeutic advances with the new edition of Leibel and

Phillips Textbook of Radiation Oncology. Dr. Theodore L. Phillips, in collaboration with two new

authors, Drs. Richard Hoppe and Mack Roach, offers a multidisciplinary look at the presentation of

uniform treatment philosophies for cancer patients emphasizing the "treat for cure" philosophy. You

can also explore the implementation of new imaging techniques to locate and treat tumors, new

molecularly targeted therapies, and new types of treatment delivery.Supplement your reading with

online access to the complete contents of the book, a downloadable image library, and more at

expertconsult.com. Gather step-by-step techniques for assessing and implementing

radiotherapeutic options with this comprehensive, full-color, clinically oriented text.  Review the

basic principles behind the selection and application of radiation as a treatment modality, including

radiobiology, radiation physics, immobilization and simulation, high dose rate, and more. Use new

imaging techniques to anatomically locate tumors before and during treatment. Apply

multidisciplinary treatments with advice from experts in medical, surgical, and radiation oncology. 

Explore new treatment options such as proton therapy, which can facilitate precise tumor-targeting

and reduce damage to healthy tissue and organs. Stay on the edge of technology with new

chapters on IGRT, DNA damage and repair, and molecularly targeted therapies.
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These days, I would never buy a book this size without access to an e-version. There's no way I'm

going to be lugging this book everywhere during a residency program. So I was disappointed to find

that the inkling version of this book is missing countless tables, pages etc. even pages as vital as

staging of several cancers. I find this infuriating and it renders it quite useless to me. Had I known

about this I certainly wouldn't have purchased it. If I were to give any advice, I'd say stick to Perez

and Brady's. In terms of the information it contains, I can't speak to that as I've stopped using this

book. It's now just library decor.

Leibel and Philips has consistently been favored by radiation oncology residents as their textbook of

choice for many reasons. That is not the goal of this review, however. I bought the kindle version of

the textbook. I was absolutely shocked that the kindle version lacked countless figures and tables

that are essential to the text. Instead of seeing the figures and tables in their proper place, this

kindle book displays a copyright notice that this version of the book couldn't (or didn't???) obtain the

rights to include the figure or table.How  even lists this kindle book as a buying option is absolutely

beyond me. How is anyone supposed to learn from such an advanced level specialty text with

countless missing figures and tables? There doesn't seem to be any notice on this fact either on the

webpage either.I believe I deserve to get my money back. But  thinks this book is fine as it is.

Unless you can mentally conjure up the missing figures and tables, save yourself $180 down the

drain and buy the physical copy please.

It is an average reference but it is extremely overpriced. Not a good value.

Excellent text covering all major tumors encountered in radiation oncology practice. Very good

reviews of data and most importantly a recommendation.
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